ABSTRACT. We consider the oriented graph whose vertices are isomorphism classes of finitely generated groups, with an edge from G to H if, for some generating set T in H and some sequence of generating sets S i in G, the marked balls of radius i in pG, S i q and pH, T q coincide.
INTRODUCTION

3
Our aim, in this paper, is to relate the following preorder on the set of isomorphism 4 classes of finitely generated groups with asymptotic and algebraic properties of groups. groups and groups of intermediate growth.
154
The idea of the proof of Theorem E is as follows. We denote by G 012 the first Grig-155 orchuk group. It acts on the infinite binary tree t0, 1u˚and its boundary t0, 1u 8 . We
156
denote by X the orbit G 012¨1 8 . We prove in Corollary 7.2 that the group G ≀ X G 012
it is a universal sentence. The variety generated by a group G is the set of identities that it 236 satisfies; and its (positive) universal theory is the set of (positive) universal sentences that 237 it satisfies.
238
For example, consider the group G " xx, y, z | rx, ysz´1, z 2 , rx, zs, ry, zsy. It satisfies 239 the identity rx 1 , x 2 s 2 . It also satisfies the positive universal statement 240 @x 1 , . . . , x 4 prx 1 , x 2 s " 1 _ rx 1 , x 3 s " 1 _¨¨¨_ rx 3 , x 4 s " 1q.
As a last example, limits groups are known to be "commutative-transitive"; this is the 241 universal statement
242
(1) @x, y, zprx, ys " 1^ry, zs " 1 ñ rx, zs " 1q.
Note that this statement is not positive; rewriting it in terms of the primitives _,^,
243
gives @x, y, zp prx, ys " 1^ry, zs " 1q _ rx, zs " 1q. 
253
Remark 2.9. It is essential not to allow negations in (2): a group with torsion, and more-254 over a torsion group, can preform a finitely presented torsion-free group -e.g., Grig-255 orchuk's group G preforms F 3 . In fact, if G ă F n for some n, then G has the same 256 positive universal theory as F. However, G is universally equivalent to H if and only if G 257 is a non-abelian limit group of Sela (see §6.1, that is, if F ă G.
Ad (2): Lemma 2. 4 shows that G is a quotient of H; and positive universal statements are preserved by taking quotients.
274
Ad (3): consider a finite group F . Then the fact that F is not a subgroup of G 275 is a universal statement: writing f 1 , . . . , f k the elements of F , with multiplication ta-276 ble f i f j " f mpi,jq , the statement is @g 1 , . . . , g k pg i " g j for some i ‰ j _ g i g j ‰
277
g mpi,jq for some i, jq. Therefore (3) follows from (1).
278
2.3. Varieties. We defined varieties in §2.2 as collections of identities. Alternatively
279
(see [44] ), it is a family of groups closed under taking subgroups, quotients and carte-280 sian products, namely the class V of all the groups that satisfy these identities. The va-281 riety V is finitely based if it may be defined by finitely many identities. It is finite if all 282 finitely generated groups in the variety are finite. For a group G, one defines VpGq " 283 xw i pg 1 , g 2 , . . . q : i ě 1, g 1 , g 2 ,¨¨¨P Gy, the verbal subgroup of G corresponding to V;
284
thus VpGq " 1 if and only if G belongs to the variety. The k-generated relatively free 285 group is V k :" F k {VpF k q; it belongs to V, and every k-generated group is V is a quotient 
288
We will consider, in later sections, the restriction of the relation ă to groups belonging 289 to a variety. Just as G is a topology on the normal subgroups of F k , there is a topology
290
G pVq on the normal subgroups of V k , or equivalently on the normal subgroups of F k that
291
contain VpF k q. Directly from the definitions, 293 image, and that the image is closed if and only if V k is finitely presented for all k P N.
292
Lemma 2.11 ([19, Lemma 2.2]). The natural map G pVq ãÑ G is a homeomorphism on its
294
Lemma 2.12. Let V be a finite variety. If G ă H, then VpGq ă VpHq.
295
Proof. Let H be generated by a set T " th 1 , . . . , h k u of cardinality k, and let F k denote 296 the free group on k generators x 1 , . . . , x k . Then VpF k q admits a generating set of the form 297 wpv 1 , . . . q for some identities w in V and some v 1 ,¨¨¨P F k . Then VpHq is generated by 298 the set T 1 of all corresponding wpv 1 ph 1 , . . . , h k q, . . . q.
299
Consider a generating set S " tg 1 , . . . , g k u of G, such that C pG, Sq coincides with 300 C pH, T q in a large ball; then S 1 " twpv 1 pg 1 , . . . , g k q, . . . q, . . . u generates VpGq, and the
301
Cayley graphs C pVpGq, S 1 q coincides with C pVpHq, T 1 q in a large ball.
302
Given a variety V, the verbal product of groups G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n is defined as follows:
For example, if V is the variety of all groups, then ś V is the free product; while if V is the 305 variety of abelian groups, then ś V is the direct product.
306
Recall that the wreath product of two groups
where G 2 acts by shift on functions G 2 Ñ G 1 .
308
Lemma 2.13. Let G 1 , G 2 , H 1 , H 2 be groups, and assume
Proof. We start by (2), and argue that, for arbitrarily large R, we can make balls of radius
314
R agree in respective Cayley graphs. For all i P t1, 2u, let T i generate H i , and let S i 315 generate G i in such a manner that balls of radius R coincide in C pG i , S i q and C pH i , T i q.
316
Then T :" Ů T i generates H :"˚i H i , and the corresponding set S :" Ů S i generates 317˚i G i . Balls of radius R coincide in C pG, Sq and C pH, T q.
318
Ad (3), the relations imposed on˚i G i and˚i H i are formally defined by V, so again
320
(1) is a special case of (3).
321
Ad (4), note that the relations giving Proof. Let S, T, U be generating set of A, B, C respectively. Then, as generating set of 353 pAˆBq ≀ C, we consider S 1 \ T 1 \ U , in which S 1 corresponds to the generators of A
354
supported at 1 P C, and similarly for T 1 .
355
For arbitrary R P N, choose x P C of norm ą R, and consider the following generating 
Proof. Consider finite generating sets S n of A and T of B such that pA, S n q converges to 369 pB, T q in the space G of marked groups, as n Ñ 8. Let S be a finite generating set of G.
370
Set S 1 n " S \ S n ; these define finite generating sets of G. Consider a subsequence pn k q 371 such that pG, S 1 n k q converges in G ; denote its limit by pH, U \ V q.
372
In particular, pA, S n k q converges to the subgroup xV y of H. Since pA, S n q converges 373 to B, we conclude that xV y is isomorphic to B. 
Proof. Let A, B be k-generated, with T a generating set for B. Since A preforms B,
377
there exists a sequence of generating sets S n of cardinality k such that pA, S n q Ñ pB, T q.
378
Without loss of generality, we may assume 1 P S n for all n P N.
379
Let π : G ։ A be the given epimomorphism. Let G be ℓ-generated. Then for each Passing if need be to a subsequence, we can assume that pG, S 1 n q converges in the space
385
G of marked groups. Denote the limit of the subsequence by pH, T 1 q, again with decom-
showing that B is 387 a quotient of H. Recall that T 2 in naturally in bijection with T , via S 2 n and S n . We define 388 ρ on T 2 by this bijection, and put ρptq " 1 for all t P T 3 .
389
To prove that ρ is a homomorphism, consider a word wpx 1 , . . . , x k`ℓ q with wpT 1 q " 1 390 in H. Since pG, S 1 n q converges to pH, T 1 q, for sufficiently large n P N we have wpS
in G. Let vpx 1 , . . . , x k q denote the word obtained from w be deleting its letters x k`1 , . . . , x k`ℓ .
392
Since π is a homomorphism, we then have vpS n q " 1, and therefore in the limit vpT q " 1.
393
This is precisely the result of computing ρpwpT 1letter by letter.
Finally, T is in the image of ρ so ρ is surjective.
395
We may improve on Lemma 2.18 in case the quotient is by a verbal subgroup:
396
Lemma 2.19. Let the group G be generated by a set of cardinality k, and let V be a variety.
397
If G{VpGq ă V k , then there exists a group H with G ă H and V k " H{VpHq:
Proof. We proceed first as in the proof of Lemma 2.18, to construct a group H and an 399 epimorphism ρ : H ։ V k .
400
On the one hand, VpHq Ď ker ρ, because V k belongs to V. On the other hand, consider 401 c P ker ρ, and write c " wpT q as a word in the generators T of H. will prove in fact that, if #VpHq ě N , then #VpGq ě N .
447
Choose generating sets S n of G and T of H, of cardinality k, such that pG, S n q con-
448
verges to pH, T q is the space G of marked groups.
449
Consider then N distinct elements h 1 , . . . , h N in VpHq, and write each h j " w j pT q 450 for a word w j P VpF k q. Take R P N bigger than the length of each w j , and let i be such 451 that the balls of radius R in C pG, S i q and C pH, T q coincide. Then the ball of radius R 452 in C pH, T q contains at least the N distinct elements h 1 , . . . , h N from VpHq, so the ball 453 of radius R in C pG, S n q also contains at least N distinct elements w 1 pS n q, . . . , w N pS n q 454 from VpGq. 455 2.5. Universal theories of solvable groups. For a group G, we denote by G pnq its derived 456 series, with G p0q " G and
Here is an example of metabelian group that preforms the free group in its variety. In the 459 next sections, we will study when a nilpotent group preforms the free group in the variety 460 it generates.
461
Example 2.26. We have
Proof. Consider the presentation xa, t | ra, a t m s@my of Z ≀ Z, and its generating sets
463
S n " tt, t n au. Write u " at n ; then rt, us " ra, ts, and rt, us
for |x|, |y| ď n.
465
Chapuis considers in [20] 
472
He also shows in [56] that, if G is the quotient of S 2,n :" F 2 {F pnq 2 by a finitely generated 473 normal subgroup, and has the same universal theory as S 2,n , then either G -S 2,n or G is 474 a verbal wreath product Z ≀ Z, in the variety of soluble groups of class n´1. A. This imbeds the torsion of B into that of A.
502
Conversely, consider an epimorphism B ։ A that is injective on the torsion of B. Let and we have reduced to the case A " Z ' Z{pkℓqZ and B " Z 2 ' Z{kZ.
507
In that case, we consider T " tf 1 , f 2 , f 3 u the standard generating set for B, and denote
508
by te 1 , e 2 u the standard generators for A. For arbitrary R P N, we consider the generating 509 set S " tℓe 1 , e 2 , e 1`R e 2 u for A, and note that the balls of radius R in C pB, T q and
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Consider A, B abelian groups, written as
512
A "
Then both groups preform Z maxpa,bq . Let us denote by A the subset of G consisting of abelian groups, and by A {-the set 521 of isomorphism classes of abelian groups; as we noted above, pA {-, ă q is a net.
522
Corollary 3.5. Every finite partial order is imbeddable in pA {-, ă q.
523
Proof. Let pX, ďq be a partially ordered set. We identify x P X with I x :" tz P X : z ě 524 xu, and have I y Ď I x ô x ď y; therefore, we assume without loss of generality that X is 525 contained, for some N P N, in the partially ordered set of subsets of t1, . . . , N u, ordered 526 under reverse inclusion.
527
Consider N distinct prime numbers p 1 , . . . , p N . For any subset U Ď t1, . . . , N u, con-528 sider the N`1-generated group A U defined by
Observe that the torsion subgroup of A U is contained in the torsion group of A U 1 if and 
Proof. As a countable set, we take the set P of prime numbers. By Proposition 3.3, the 540 group S of permutations of P acts on pA {-, ă q by (2). We wish to prove that there are 541 no other order-preserving bijections. We implement this in the following lemmas. Proof. By Corollary 3.4, torsion-free abelian groups are characterized by the fact that the 545 set of groups that they preform is linearly ordered. Let φ be an order-preserving bijection.
546
Observe that φ must fix the minimal element Z. Proof. Consider an infinite abelian group A, and let ℓ be the minimal number of cyclic 552 subgroups in the decomposition of A in a product of (finite or infinite) cyclic groups. Since
553
A is infinite, at least one subgroup in the decomposition is infinite. We know that for any 554 p P N the group Z`pZ preforms Z 2 , so A preforms Z ℓ .
555
Observe also that for k ă ℓ the group A cannot be generated by k elements, so A is not
Let φ be an order-preserving bijection. By Lemma 3.8, we have φpZ Proof. Let A be an infinite abelian group. Let t be the minimal number of finite cyclic 564 groups in its decomposition into a product of cyclic ones, and let t`d be the minimal total 565 number of finite cyclic groups in such decomposition. We have
with n i ě 2. Observe that A is preformed by Z ' À t i"1 Z{n i Z, and thus is preformed by 567 some group whose minimal total number of cyclic groups in a decomposition equals t`1.
568
Observe then that A is not preformed by any group for which this minimal number is ď t.
569
Indeed, if B preforms A, then B is an infinite group, so the number of infinite cyclic group 570 in the decomposition is ě 1. We know that the torsion subgroup of A, that is
is a subgroup of the torsion subgroup of B. Therefore, the minimal number of finite cyclic 572 groups in the decomposition of B is at least t. The statement of the lemma now follows 573 from the previous lemma.
574
Consider now an order-preserving bijection φ of abelian groups. Let us show that for 575 every prime p there exists a prime q such that φpZ ' Z{pZq " Z ' Z{qZ. First observe that 576 any group with non-trivial torsion and which preforms Z 2 has the form Z ' Z{nZ for some 577 n ě 2. If n is not a prime number, then n can be written as n " n 1 n 2 with n 1 , n 2 ě 2 578 and in this case Z ' Z{nZ preforms Z ' Z{n 1 Z. This implies that the groups of the form
579
A " Z ' Z{pZ are characterized by the following properties: A is not torsion-free;
that φpZ ' Z{pZq is isomorphic to Z ' Z{qZ for some prime q.
582
As we have already mentioned, every permutation of the primes induces an order-583 preserving permutation of infinite abelian group. It remains to prove that a permutation 584 of infinite abelian groups is determined by its action on groups of the form Z ' Z{pZ.
585
Consider therefore such a permutation φ, and assume that it fixes Z ' Z{pZ for all p P P.
586
We wish to show that it fixes every abelian group.
587
Lemma 3.11. Let φ be an order-preserving bijection of the infinite abelian groups, such 588 that φpZ ' Z{pZq " Z ' Z{pZ for all primes p.
589
Then for all k, m ě 1 we have
By Lemma 3.10, we have φpAq " Z k ' Z{nZ for some 591 n ě 2. We proceed by induction on m to show that A is fixed.
592
If m " 1, then A is preformed by Z ' Z{pZ which is fixed, so φpAq is also preformed 593 by this group, and n|p. Since n ‰ 1, we have n " p as required.
594
Consider then m ě 2. We have On the other hand, A doesn't preform any of the groups Z ℓ ' Z{qZ for q ‰ p prime,
598
which are fixed, so φpAq neither preform any of these groups, and n " p e for some e ě m.
599
Now there are precisely m`1 groups between A and Z k`2 , namely all
601
A is fixed by φ.
602
Lemma 3.12. Let φ be an order-preserving bijection of the infinite abelian groups, such 603 that φpZ ' Z{pZq " Z ' Z{pZ for all primes p.
604
Then φ fixes all groups of the form Z k ' C with C an abelian p-group.
605
Proof. By Lemma 3.10, we have φpZ
same number of factors in a minimal decomposition as a product of cyclic groups.
607
Write C " À r i"1 Z{p ei Z, with 1 ď e 1 ď e 2 ď¨¨¨ď e r . We proceed by induction on 608 r, the case r " 1 being covered by Lemma 3.11.
609
Write A " Z k ' C. Since, when ℓ is large, A ă Z ℓ ' Z{qZ with q prime if and only
610
if q " p, we find that C 1 is a p-group of the form remains to prove f r " e r .
614
Again by induction, the group Z ' B is fixed by φ. There are e r`1 groups between
615
A and Z ' B, namely B ' Z{p e Z for e " 0, . . . , e r . This distinguishes A among all
617
We are ready to finish the proof of Proposition 3.7. Consider again φ fixing all Z'Z{pZ 618 for p prime, and an abelian group A " Z k ' C with C finite; let us show that the torsion 619 of φpAq is isomorphic to C.
620
First, by Lemma 3.11, we have φpAq " Z k ' C 1 for a finite group C 1 . Observe that,
621
for ℓ large and D a p-group, A preforms Z ℓ ' D if and only if D is a subgroup of C. By
622
Lemma 3.12, this group Z ℓ ' D is fixed by φ, so C and C 1 have the same p-subgroups.
623
Since every abelian group is the product of its p-Sylow subgroups, it follows that C and 624 C 1 are isomorphic. Proof. transformations are applied to all S n , and therefore the limit does not change.
642
Using at most pk transformations, the set S n , whose elements we write as ts n,1 , . . . , s n,k u,
643
can be transformed in such a manner that two elements s n,1 , s n,2 generate N 2,2,p while the 644 other s n,3 , . . . , s n,k are of the form a x b y c z with p|x and p|y, and therefore belong to the 645 centre of N 2,2,p . Some of these elements will belong to xs 1 , s 2 y in the limit, and others
646
will generate extra abelian factors. 
NILPOTENT GROUPS
648
Given a group G, we denote its lower central series by γ 1 pGq " G and γ i`1 pGq " 
680
Let S be a finite generating set for G, and put S R " S \ tg R,1 , . . . , g R,k u. Choose
681
an accumulation point pH, T q of the sequence pG, S R q in the space G of marked groups.
682
Then H contains V k as the subgroup generated by the limit of tg R,1 , . . . , g R,k u.
683
If G is discriminating on k generators, then we can take S " H in the previous para-684 graph, to see that H is isomorphic to the relatively free group V k .
685
For a real constant C, let us say that the sequence of positive real numbers x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x s 686 grows at speed C if x 1 ě C and The induction starts by setting x 1,1 " p 1 for some prime number p 1 ą C.
704
Assume then that an pn´1qˆpn´1q matrix A n´1 " px i,j q has been constructed,
705
with entries growing at speed C and determinant a prime number p n´1 .
706
First, an nth row px n,1 , . . . , x n,n´1 q may be added to A n´1 in such a manner that the 707 entries still grow at speed C, and the determinant d n of A 1 n´1 " px i,j : i ‰ n´1q is 708 coprime to p n´1 . Indeed the coefficients x n,1 , . . . , x n,n´2 may be chosen arbitrarily as 709 long as they grow fast enough. Then increasing x n,n´1 increases the determinant of A 1 n´1
710
by p n´2 which is coprime to p n´1 ; and sufficiently increasing this coefficient makes the 711 augmented matrix A 2 n´1 " px i,j : i ď nq still growing at speed C.
712
Then an nth column may be added to A 2 n´1 as follows. Start by choosing x 1,n , . . . , x n´2,n 713 arbitrarily as long as they grow fast enough, without fixing x n´1,n and x n,n yet. Call A n 714 the resulting matrix. Then increasing x n´1,n decreases the determinant of A n by d n , while 715 increasing x n,n increases the determinant of A n by p n´1 . Since d n and p n´1 are coprime,
716
there exist choices of x n´1,n and x n,n such that A n has determinant 1; and the entries of
717
A n grow at speed C, except perhaps for x n,n .
718
Now, by Dirichlet's theorem, there exists arbitrarily large primes p n that are " 1 719 pmod p n´1 q. For such a prime p n " 1`ap n´1 , add a to the entry x n,n yielding a 720 matrix A n of determinant p n . Choosing a large enough makes the coefficients of A n grow 721 at speed C.
722
To prove the lemma, consider a dˆd matrix A with integer entries growing at speed C 
If G is torsion-free nilpotent and pZ i q denotes its ascending central series (defined in-
734
ductively by Z 0 " 1 and Z i`1 {Z i " ZpG{Z i q), then each Z i`1 {Z i is free abelian, so the 735 ascending central series can be refined to a series in which successive quotients are Z.
736
Choose for all i " 1, . . . , ℓ a generator of G i {G i`1 , and lift to an element u i P G i .
737
Then every g P G may uniquely be written in the form g " u ξ1 1¨¨¨u 
753
Assume that G is k-generated, and consider N ą k and R ą 0. Consider the set W pRq 754 of all words w of length at most R in N variables such that, for some g 1 , . . . , g N P G, the 755 evaluation wpg 1 , . . . , g N q is a non-trivial torsion element in G. Proof. In the component of abelian groups, the following holds: for any A there exists B
834
with A ă B and such that the set of groups that are preformed by B is linearly ordered.
835
We claim that the connected component of G does not have this property.
836
More precisely, for any non-virtually abelian nilpotent G, we construct incomparable 837 groups H 1 , H 2 that are both preformed by G.
838
Since G is not virtually abelian, rG, Gs is infinite. Then both G and rG, PpBqˆX , which is the identity on its first argument, and such that its image imbeds in 867 G {-. 
874
We deduce that pG , ă q imbeds in pPpBq, Ďq. We can make this map injective by 875 taking X " PpFq, and mapping pG, Sq to pO G , kerpF ։ Gqq, for the natural map F ։ G 876 presenting G.
877
To construct the imbedding in the other direction, we begin by a general construction.
878
Let P be a group. Consider first the free nilpotent group N 2,P of class 2 on a generating 879 set indexed by P . Denote its generators by a p for p P P , and for p, q P P write c p,q :" 880 ra p , a q s. We have c p,p " 0, and c p,q "´c q,p for all p, q P P . Define then N 2,P as the 881 quotient of N 2,P by the relations c p,q " c pr,qr for all p, q, r P P . Finally let HpP q be the 882 semidirect product P ⋉ N 2,P , for the action a p¨q :" a pq . The centre of HpP q is generated 883 by the images of the c p,q . Let P`Ď P zt1u contain precisely one element out of each pair 884 tp, p´1u; then tc 1,p u freely generates the centre of HpP q. If S be a generating set for P ,
885
then S Y ta 1 u generates HpP q.
886
The case P " Z is considered by Hall in [33, §3]; he introduced this group in order to 887 construct 2 ℵ0 non-isomorphic solvable finitely generated groups (of solvability length 3).
888
In this proof, we take P " Z 2 , and for convenience pZ 2 q`" tpm, nq P Z 2 : m ą 889 0 or m " 0 ă nu. We abbreviate HpZ 2 q as H, generated by tx, y, au with tx, yu the 890 standard generators of Z 2 and a " a p0,0q .
891
A prime colouring is a function φ : pZ 2 q`Ñ t1u Y tprimesu; it extends to a function 892 still written φ : Z 2 Ñ Z by φp´zq "´φpzq and φp0q " 0. Given a prime colouring φ, we there exists z P pZ 2 q`such that φpzq " p.
then the set of primes in ψpZq is contained in the set of primes in φpZq.
Let I be a set of primes. A prime colouring φ is I-universal if its values lie in I and it contains every finite I-colouring, in the following sense: for every R P N and every 901 function θ : t´R, . . . , Ru 2 X pZ 2 q`Ñ I Y t1u, there exists M P SL 2 pZq such that 902 θpzq " φpM pzqq for all z P t´R, . . . , Ru 2 X pZ 2 q`. Proof. One enumerates all finite I-colourings, and constructs φ step by step. At each step,
906
only finitely many values of φ have been specified, say within the box t´S, . . . , Su 2 , and 907 we want to extend φ using the partial colouring θ : t´R, . . . , Ru 2 X pZ 2 q`Ñ I Y t1u. A 908 large enough M P SL 2 pZq can be found such that M pt´R, . . . , Ru 2 q X t´S, . . . , Su 2 "
q. Extend φ by setting φpM pzqq " θpzq 910 for all z P t´R, . . . , Ru 2 X pZ 2 q`. Once this is done for all R P N, set finally φpzq " 1 at
911
unspecified values in pZ 2 q`.
912
To obtain a continuum of different I-universal colourings, note that countably many
. . were used in the construction, and the only condition was that they 914 had to be sufficiently far away from the identity. Fix a finite-index subgroup Γ Ă SL 2 pZq.
915
Then, given a subset C Ď N, one may choose the matrices M i as above, and additionally 916 such that M i P Γ ô i P C. This encodes C into the constructed colouring.
917
Proof of Proposition 5.1, Ðâ. We are ready to imbed PpBqˆX into G . Without loss of 918 generality, we may assume that B is the set of primes ě 10.
919
Given X Ď B, consider I " t2, 3u Y X. By Lemma 5.4, there exist continuously 920 many I-universal prime colourings φ I,C , parameterized by C Ď N. Let H X,C be the 921 central quotient H φ XYt2,3u,C , and note that the pH X,C , tx, y, auq are distinct points of G
922
for distinct pX, Cq. We have therefore defined an imbedding PpBqˆPpNq Ñ G . for all i " 2, . . . , N . Finally, we set c 1,z " 1 for all unbound z P Z 2 .
We call the resulting central quotient G, and note that it is solvable, and that its torsion 943 is the subgroup generated by the c 1,z ; this group is a direct sum of cyclic groups, and in 944 particular is not divisible.
945
On the other hand, let pH, T q be the limit of pG, S M q in the space G of marked groups, 
THE CONNECTED COMPONENT OF FREE GROUPS
950
We concentrate, in this section, on those groups that either preform or are preformed by 951 free groups. Both of these classes have already been thoroughly investigated; the first are 952 known as "limit groups", and the second as "groups without almost-identities". 6.1. Limit groups. Groups that are preformed by free groups are known as "limit groups".
954
This section reviews some known facts about them; we refer to the recent expositions [14, 955 39, 46] .
956
Benjamin Baumslag considered residually free groups in [11] . An ω-residually free 957 groups is a group G such that, for all n and all distinct g 1 , . . . , g n P G, there exists a 958 homomorphism π : G ։ F to a free group such that all πpg 1 q, . . . , πpg n q are distinct.
959
Baumslag proved in particular that G is ω-residually free if and only if it is both residually 960 free and commutative-transitive (see Equation 1 ). 
979
Then pF m , tx 1 , . . . , x m u Y S R q converges to pF n , basisq in G .
980
Proof. Consider m ď n. Let S " tx 1 , . . . , x m u be a basis of F m . Given R ą 0, con-981 sider a set S R :" tw 1 , . . . , w n´m u such that each word w i has length larger than 2R, Proof. By Lemma 2.18 we know that B preforms some group C, that admits a non-abelian 1006 free group as a quotient. By Lemma 6.2 we know that C preforms a non-abelian free group.
1007
Therefore, B preforms a non-abelian free group.
1008
By Lemma 2.8(1), if G satisfies an identity then G doesn't preform a free group. How-1009 ever, this does not characterize groups that preform free groups.
1010
Lemma 6.5. Given words w 1 , . . . , w ℓ P F n , there exists a word w P F n such that, for every 1011 group G, the identity w is satisfied in G as soon as at least one identity w i is satisfied.
1012
Proof. Construct words v 1 , . . . , v ℓ P F n inductively as follows: v 1 " w 1 ; and for i ě 2, 1 for all g 1 , . . . , g k P G such that tg 1 , . . . , g k u generates G. The group G satisfies an almost-identity if for all k P N there exists a k-almost-identity satisfied by G.
. . , g k P ΦpGq.
Theorem 6.10. Let G separate the set X on which it acts on the right, and assume that isfies no almost-identity, and therefore preforms F. We begin by recalling its construction.
1095
Consider the following recursively defined transformations a, b, c, d of t0, 1u 8 : for ω P t0, 1u 8 , p0ωqa " 1ω p1ωqa " 0ω,
This action is continuous and measure-preserving; it permutes the clopens tvt0, 
1117
Note that Pervova proved, in [48] , that a large class of groups, called "GGS groups", sat- are weakly branched, they all preform F 2 , following the same argument as in 6.12.
1121 6.5. Permutational wreath products. We return to wreath products, and consider a more 1122 general situation. Let A be a group, and let G be a group acting on a set X. Recall that the 1123 permutational wreath product is the group
with the standard action at the source of G on functions X Ñ A. The standard wreath 1125 product A ≀ G is then the wreath in which X " G carries the regular G-action.
1126
We extend the notion of Cayley graph to sets with a group action (they are sometimes 1127 called Schreier graphs. If G " xT y, we denote by C pX, U q the graph with vertex set X
1128
and an edge from x to xt for all x P X, t P T .
1129
Lemma 6.13. Let A " xa 1 , . . . , a k y be an arbitrary group, and let G " xT y be a group 1130 acting transitively on an infinite set X. Fix a point x 1 P X, and assume that, for all R P N,
1131
there exist x 2 , . . . , x k P X, at distance ą R from each other and from 
Proof. We adapt the argument in Example 2.16. As generating set of pC e1ˆ¨¨¨ˆCe k q≀ X G,
1135
we consider tb 1 , . . . , b k u \ T , in which b i corresponds to the generator of C ei supported 1136 at x 0 P X.
1137
For arbitrary R P N, choose x 1 , . . . , x k P X as in the Lemma's hypotheses, and con-1138 sider the following generating set ts 1 , . . . , s k u\ T of A≀ X G: the generator s i corresponds 1139 to the generator a i of the copy of A supported at x i .
1140
Both ś C ei ≀ X G and A≀ X G are quotients of p˚i C ei q˚G; for the former, the additional 1141 relations are rb i , gs for all i P t1, . . . , ku and g P G x0 , and rb g i , b j s for all i, j P t1, . . . , ku 1142 and g P G.
1143
For the latter, the additional relations are rs i , gs for all i P t1, . . . , ku and g P G xi , and 1144 rs g i , s j s for all i, j P t1, . . . , ku and g P G with x i g ‰ x j , and wps . . , g k P G such that x i g i " x j g j for all 1146 i, j.
1147
Our conditions imply that these two sets of relations agree on a ball of radius R.
1148
Our main example is as follows. Let X be the orbit of 0 8 under G 012 . 1177 via conjugation by a word of length at least R in T .
1178
Therefore, the relations of length ď R that appear in C pG ≀ H, U q are precisely those 1179 of C pH, T q. Proof. Let H be k-generated. Since H does not satisfy any k-almost-identity, it preforms
1183
F k by Corollary 6.7. By Lemma 2.13(4), we get
as a quotient, hence by Lemma 6.2 preforms a non-abelian free group.
1185
If two groups satisfy an identity, then so does their wreath product. is an k-almost-identity in H. Then for all k P N the wreath product G ≀ H satisfies a 1189 k-almost-identity.
1190
Proof. Let k P N be given, let vpx 1 , . . . , x m q be an identity for G, and let wpx 1 , . . . , x k q 1191 be an almost-identity for H on generating sets of cardinality k. Proof. We write A " BSp1, pq. Fix sequences pm R q, pn R q in N such that m R , n R are 1234 relatively prime, m R Ñ 8, n R Ñ 8 and n R {m R Ñ 8. For example, m R " i and n R " i 2`1 will do.
Consider the generating set ta, x R " t nR , y R " t mR u of A. Let us prove that pA, S R q 1237 subconverges to Z ≀ Z 2 " xa, x, y | rb, cs, ra, a x i y j s@i, j P Zx in G .
The group G has polynomial growth if ν G,S pRq R d for some d; then necessarily G is virtually nilpotent and ν G,S pRq " R d for some d P N, by [10, 28] . On the other hand, if ν G,S pRq b R for some b ą 1, then ν G,S pRq " 2 R and G has exponential growth; this 
